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In norse mythology, humans exIst In the land of mIdgard -  
a place In the center of the world tree and connected to the nIne 
realms. among these nIne realms lIve gods and goddesses, serpents 

and spIrIts, and all manner of mythIcal and mystIcal creatures.

In Ragnarocks you take on the role of a Viking clan using Runestones to 
mark your clan’s claims of land. In the advanced game, powerful beings 
from another realm lend you their power to help you outwit rivals and 
claim territories for your clan.

At the end of the game, the clan who controls the most territory in 
Midgard wins!

32 Mythology Cards

1 Tree 
Stand 
Insert

1 Game 
Board

40 Runestones 6 Viking Pawns

Contents

Art Coming Soon

Odin
Ruler of the Aesir

SETUP:

Draw two additional Mythology Powers with 

[Odin icon] and hold them. These are your 

Command cards. 

START OF YOUR TURN:

You may either play a Command card 

from your hand, or pick up all your played 

Command cards. If you play a Command 

card, you gain that power until your next turn 

(ignore setup powers).

Art Coming Soon

AT THE END OF YOUR TURN:
You may relocate one of your vikings Settled 
this turn to any unoccupied space that was 

not Settled at the beginning of this turn.

Guardian of Asgard
Heimdallr

Art Coming Soon

BEFORE YOUR MOVE:
You may Move one space with 

your Selected Viking

Goddess of the Sun

Sól



basic game
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Remove the tree stand insert from the game box and place it in 
the center of the play area.

Remove all Runestones from the tree stand insert and place them 
in an easy to reach pile.

Randomly determine which player will play ivory. The other 
player will play red. Give each player their 3 Viking pawns.

Place the game board on top of the tree stand insert using 
whichever side you prefer.

The game board is covered in hexes that make up six-sided 
shape. The ivory player places their Vikings in the middle three 
hexes of the 5-hex edge. The red player does the same on the 
opposite 9-hex side.

setup
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Align the holes in 
the board with the 
plastic tabs
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object

how to play

Earn points by blocking off regions of the board containing only Vikings 
of your color. Each region containing Vikings of only one color is called 
a Settled Region. Score points equal to the number of hexes in each of 
your settled regions. The player with the most points at the end of the 
game wins.

Players alternate turns. A turn consists of the following steps (every step 
is mandatory):

Select one of your Nomadic Vikings (a Nomadic Viking is a Viking 
that is not in a settled region).

Move your selected Viking in a straight line from their starting hex, 
choosing any of the six possible directions. You may move your 
Viking any number of hexes. However, a Viking may not move into  
or through a hex containing a Runestone or another Viking. 

Summon by placing a Runestone in your Viking’s current hex, 
then immediately move it like a normal Viking movement. The  
hex where it stops is where it is summoned.

If summoning a Runestone 
creates one or more 
regions containing only 
Vikings of a single  
color that region 
becomes Settled.

If it is not possible for you  
to complete one or more 
of the above steps, you 
must skip your turn. When 
neither player is able to 
take a turn the game ends.

1

2

3
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REGIONS

Settled Regions score victory points equal to the number of hexes 
contained therein. Hexes that contain a Runestone are never counted 
when calculating victory points (Viking hexes are counted). The player 
with the most victory points wins!

SCORING EXAMPLE:
Neither player scores the region containing one ivory Viking and one red 
Viking. (It is not settled because it does  
not contain Vikings of a single color.)

The Red player has only a single  
region worth 23 victory points. The  
four hexes containing Runestones  
are not counted.

The Ivory player has two  
regions, one worth 10 victory  
points and the other worth 16.  
Their final score is 26.
 
Ivory wins!

A region is any number of hexes bound by a contiguous line of 
runestones and the edge of the map. At the start of the game, the 
entire map is one single Contested region.

A region might contain runestones inside it that aren’t part of it’s 
border. See red’s region in the scoring example below.

A region containing only Vikings of a single color is Settled, and the 
Vikings inside it are Settled Vikings. 

If a region contains Vikings of both colors, it is Contested, and Vikings 
inside it are Nomadic Vikings. 

If a region contains no Vikings, it is a Wild region.

23 23 
victory pointsvictory points

16 victory16 victory
pointspoints

10 victory10 victory
pointspoints

end game scoring



Normal rules and conditions still apply to you when using a Mythology Power,  
with the exception of the specific changes described by the Mythology Power.

You must obey all Mythology Power text that says you “cannot” or “must”,  
otherwise you lose the game.

Mythology Powers apply or are triggered at specific times according to what  
is stated in the Mythology Power text.

Additional Setup must be performed when using some Mythology Powers. If  
your selected Mythology Power features “setup” text in the description,  
execute these special instructions during the game setup. 

If both Mythology Powers apply setup changes, the Ivory player’s changes  
are applied first.

If both Mythology Powers could apply simultaneously, the active player  
applies theirs first.

Additional win conditions are specified by some Mythology Powers. If you  
meet the win condition on one of these cards, it takes priority over the  
normal win condition.

Many Mythology Powers feature the    symbol. These cards may be used as 
Command Cards with the Odin Mythology Power. Cards that do not feature the  

  icon cannot be used as Command Cards with the Odin Mythology Power.
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advanced game

setup mythology powers

using mythology powers

During setup, the Ivory player chooses two mythology  
cards. The Red player chooses one of those cards to  
keep, the Ivory player will use the other.

Certain expansion powers are not compatible with powers listed here. The 
Ivory player should make sure to check this when choosing mythology cards.

We suggest playing a few games 
using the basic rules before adding 
the mythology cards.

Surtr vs. Ratatoskr
Tyr vs. Gulinbursti

Recommended 
Matchups
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mythology cards

Freya
When Scoring: Score all wild regions in addition to your settled regions.

Gullinbursti
When Summoning: Instead of summoning a Runestone, your Viking 
may move again.

Fenrir
During Setup: Place only 2 Vikings (you choose the empty hex).
At the Start of Your Turn: If an opponent’s Viking is adjacent to 
one of your Vikings, you win immediately.

hel
During Scoring: Score 1 point for each Runestone on the 
board instead of your settled areas.

Hildisvini
When Moving: If your selected Viking’s path is blocked by another 
Viking, you may push the obstructing Viking back one hex (if it is 
unoccupied) and continue into their hex (once per move).

mani
At the End of Your Turn: You may move any one of your Vikings 
one hex.

Nerthus
When Your Opponent Summons: Their selected Viking cannot create 
a new region unless they have no other option for their Runestone.

ratatoskr
After Summoning: You may move your selected Viking again in 
the direction opposite your first move.

simple
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aegir
At the End of Any Player’s Turn: If a region was created, you may move 
any number of an opponent’s Nomadic Vikings one hex each.

blodughofi
When Summoning: Your Viking can only summon a Runestone in an 
adjacent space. If you summon a Runestone in a hex adjacent to 
an opponent’s Viking, you may move your selected Viking again.

ask and embla
During Setup: Place one of your Vikings on your mythology 
card instead of on the board (you choose the empty hex).
When Summoning: The target hex for your Runestone is not 
blocked by Vikings or Runestones. The target hex must be 
unoccupied and in a contested region.
The First Time You Create a Region: Place the Viking on this 
card into an unoccupied hex in a contested region.

bragi
Before Your Move: You may make a move with an opponent’s  
Viking that is adjacent to your selected Viking.

Sol
Before Your Move: You may move your selected Viking one hex East or West.

thor
Setup: Place 4 Runestones on this card.
When Summoning: You may, instead, place a Runestone on  
this card into any contested region.

Tyr
After Your Move: Your selected Viking may trade places with an 
adjacent Viking.

dain, dvalin, duneyr, and duratror
When Moving: You must move all your Nomadic Vikings if possible. 
Move your Vikings one at a time and immediately summon a Rune-
stone in the space they just left. You do not summon as normal.

advanced
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fafnir
Before Your Move: If your Selected Viking is adjacent to a 
Runestone, their move originates from the Runestone’s hex. 
You may not move into a settled or wild region.

freyr
End of Your Turn: You may choose to remove a Runestone adjacent to  
your selected Viking. (Settled and wild regions cannot be changed.)

forseti
End of Your Turn: If a region was created, you may summon a Rune-
stone within a region created this turn or within any contested region.

fjorgyn and fyorgynn
During Setup: Place only 2 Vikings (you choose the empty hex).
When Moving: You may move your selected Viking through unoccupied 
spaces or spaces with Runestones in them, but not both. You must still 
only move a Nomadic Viking, must still move in a straight line, and you 
must end your move in a contested and unoccupied hex.

gerd
When You Summon: If your selected Viking summons in a hex 
adjacent to another of your Vikings, make an additional move 
with your selected Viking.

frigg
Before or After Moving: You may relocate your chosen Viking 
to an adjacent space. If you do, place a Runestone on your 
opponent’s card. You may not use this power on your first turn. 
When Scoring: Your opponent scored an extra point for each 
Runestone on their card.

heimdallr
At the End of Your Turn: You may relocate one of your Vikings 
that settled this turn to any unoccupied hex that was not 
settled at the beginning of your turn.

idun
When the First Region is Settled: If that region has your Viking in it 
and is worth at least 6 points, you win immediately. If multiple settled 
regions are created simultaneously, this card loses its power.
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selkolla
Before Your Move: If your selected Viking occupies a hex on the edge 
of the map, instead of a normal move, you may relocate it to any 
unoccupied contested edge hex.
When Summoning: You must summon adjacent to your selected Viking.

sleipnir
When Moving: Instead, you may jump over an adjacent 
Runestone to an unoccupied wild or contested hex directly 
on the opposite side.

vali
After Your Move: You may relocate an opponent’s adjacent Viking to  
the unoccupied hex on the opposite side of your selected Viking.

surtr
When Summoning: Instead, you may summon a Runestone 
adjacent to your selected Viking and a second Runestone in  
a contested hex adjacent to the first.

ymir
End of Your Turn: You may summon an additional Runestone 
adjacent to any one of your nomadic Vikings.

odin
Setup: Draw two additional mythology cards with the  icon and 
add them to your hand. These are your command cards.
Start of Your Turn: You may either play a command card from your 
hand or pick up all your previously played command cards. If you 
play a command card, you gain the power on that card until the 
start of your next turn.

jormungandr
When Summoning: If your selected Viking completes a straight 
line of exactly three connected Runestones, you may take an 
additional turn with the same Viking.

njord
After Your Move: If your selected Viking occupies a hex on the 
edge of the map, and none of your other nomadic Vikings 
occupy an edge hex, you may make a second move with your 
selected Viking (once per turn).
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team game

Though Ragnarocks was designed primarily as a 2-player experience, 
it can be played in teams. Team games should always include the 
mythology cards for advanced play. We only recommend playing with 
up to 6 players — though it is technically possible to play with more.

To play a team game, decide which players will play on the Ivory team 
and which players will play on the Red team. The teams do not have to 
have the same number of players. 

Number the players on each team. For example, a 2 vs. 3 player game 
would have team members numbered (1,2) and (1,2,3) respectively.

The team playing Ivory selects mythology 
cards containing the  icon equal to 
the number of players in the game. 
Players then draft the power they would 
like from this selection beginning with 
Red player #1, and then Ivory player #1, 
then Red player #2, and so on, until each 
player has a mythology card.

The game plays as normal with turns 
alternating between the Ivory team and  
the Red team. 

Individual player turns cycle through the 
players according to the number assigned 
at the beginning of the game.

Each player’s power is active until the start 
of the turn for the next player on their team.

The game ends as normal and players win or lose as a team.

For example, with the 
setup indicated to the 
left, turns would progress 
as follows:

Ivory player #1

Red player #1

Ivory player #2

Red player #2

Ivory player #1

Red player #3

Ivory player #2 

Red player #1

and so on.
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